MOORINGS & STORAGE POLICY
[“RST” means the River Stour Trust as represented by a Council Member (Director) or
Officer of the Trust; “the site” means whichever of The Granary, Quay Lane Theatre
or the Visitor Education Centre and their grounds where the storage or mooring is
located; “the craft” means the craft or vessel for which the storage or mooring is
permitted; “the hirer” means the member who has contracted with the RST for the
mooring or storage]
Craft mooring/storage is available only to a member of the River Stour Trust. Failure to
renew your annual membership is contradictory to the agreed terms for
mooring/storage on the site.
The Mooring/Storage is provided on an annual basis commencing on the 1st January
each year. The annual charge is for the designated location irrespective of whether it is
occupied or not. The Hirer cannot change their location without agreement of the RST.
Hirers are not permitted under any circumstances to transfer the hire of any mooring
or storage space to any third party.
Craft moored or stored are for private & pleasure use only – no commercial activities
other than those expressly approved by the RST are permitted.
The RST has 3rd party liability insurance for the site where the mooring or storage is
situated but it is the responsibility of the Hirer to arrange insurance for the craft, 3rd
party liability for the use of the craft, registration of the craft to be on the river and any
other requirements relating to craft ownership.
The Hirer is responsible for upkeep of the craft and will respond promptly to problems
that arise.
The Hirer will facilitate moving of their craft by the RST should the operational need
arise.
The key provided by the RST is to permit the Hirer access to the craft and/or the ability
to launch the craft from the RST premises. The key must not, under any circumstances,
be copied, loaned or otherwise provided for any other reason.
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The key will be supplied at the specified cost and/or deposit and remains the property
of RST. The Hirer must abide by the Keyholder Policy whilst in possession of the
required key/s. The key must be returned to the RST at the termination of the hire, at
which time any deposit will be refunded. A detailed Register of keys issued is kept by
the RST.
The RST has the right to terminate any Mooring or Storage agreement at any time, but
must give the hirer at least 21 days notice of any such termination. The hirer must
remove any craft occupying the storage or mooring space within that time or forfeit
the ownership of the craft.
The Hirer and visitors to the site must respect the property of the RST, other hirers,
and the neighbours of the RST at all times. You must not do (or carelessly fail to do)
anything at the site which will cause damage or nuisance to any other person or their
property. You accept responsibility for any such damage or nuisance caused by you,
other occupants of the craft or your visitors. All refuse must be removed from the site
or placed in the appropriate bins.
Public Parking is currently available at the Granary in the Quay Lane Trust car park but,
other than for the unloading/loading of their craft the Hirer is not permitted to park
within the Visitor Education Centre at any time (unless arrangements have been made
with the RST).
The RST accepts no responsibility to the Hirer for the use of the grounds and premises
where the mooring or storage is situated. The Hirer must ensure that the craft is
adequately secured to its mooring/storage.
The River Stour Trust reserves the right to alter these Terms and Conditions and
charges at any time and without notice.

Name of Hirer: ………………………………………………………………………………………………

I agree to the conditions as specified above.
Signed: ………………………………………………

Dated: ………………………

Location ID: …………………
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